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The provisions of the Protocol on Social Policy and the Agreement on Social 
Policy introduced into the Treaty of Rome by the Maastricht Treaty on European 
Union have been used for the first time in order to achieve progress in the three 
year old attempt to secure information and consultation rights for workers in 
European-scale undertakings. Following the failure of the Council of Ministers 
to reach agreement on the Commission proposals for a European Works 
Council Directive, the European Commission made immediate use of the new 
provisions following the final adoption of the Maastricht Treaty last November. 

The Protocol and the Agreement state that eleven Member States "wish to 
continue along the path laid down in the 1989 Social Charter" and consequently 
they intend to make use of qualified majority voting for the adoption of a range 
of social policy initiatives. The Agreement also redefines the Commission's task 
of promoting social dialogue by placing an obligation on the Commission, on the 
one hand to promote the consultation of management and labour (the social 
partners) and on the other hand to consult them before presenting proposals 
in the social policy field. 

In terms of the Commission proposals for information and consultation rights in 
European-scale undertakings, the Commission initiated a first phase of 
consultation with the social partners last November and a second phase in 
February. They have now produced a proposal for a Directive which will be 
considered under the Social Policy Agreement procedures. If adopted, it will 
apply in all Member States of the Community other than the United Kingdom. 

The main elements of the new procedures under the Social Policy Protocol and 
Agreement are summarised on the following page. This issue of the Bulletin 
also contains a detailed summary of the new Commission proposals on 
information and consultation rights in European-scale undertakings. 
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SOCIAL POLICY PROTOCOL AND AGREEMENT 

The Application Of The Agreement On Social Policy 

The following summary is based on the European Commission Communication to the Council and the European 
Parliament on the application of the Agreement on Social Policy (COM(93) 600, December 1993) 

The Consultation Procedures: 
Article 3(2) and (3) of the Agreement on Social Policy 
require the Commission, before submitting proposals in the 
social policy field, to consult management and labour on the 
possible direction of Community action (the so-called "first 
phase" of consultation). If, after such consultation, the 
Commission considers Community action advisable, it is 
then required to consult management and labour on the 
content of the envisaged proposal (the "second phase" of 
consultation). 

Consultation and Negotiation: 
The social partners who are consulted on the content of a 
proposal for Community action may deliver an opinion or, 
where appropriate, a recommendation to the Commission. 
The Commission will then publish its proposals for a 
Community initiative, taking into account, where appropriate, 
the views expressed by the social partners. Such a legal 
initiative can be adopted by the Council of Ministers by a 
qualified majority vote. 

Otherwise they can inform the Commission of their desire 
to embark, in the context of their bargaining independence, 
upon a process of negotiation which could lead to a direct 
agreement between the parties. This negotiation process 
may take up to nine months and may be extended with the 
agreement of the Commission. Before the end of the nine 
month period, the social partners are required to submit a 
report to the Commission. This report may inform the 
Commission that: 

(a) they have concluded an agreement and jointly request 
the Commission to propose that the Council a decision 
on implementation, or 

(b) having concluded an agreement between themselves, 
they prefer to implement it in accordance with the 
procedures and practices specific to management and 
labour and to the Member States, or 

(c) they envisage pursuing the negotiations beyond the 
nine months and accordingly request the Commission 
to decide with them upon a new deadline, or 

(d) they are unable to reach agreement. 

Where (d) applies, the Commission will be required to 
examine, in the light of the work already undertaken, 
whether a legislative instrument in the area under 
consideration would be appropriate. 

The Implementation of Agreements: 
Agreements concluded at Community level are to be 
implemented either: 
(a) in accordance with the procedures and practices specific 

to labour and management and the Member States, or 
(b) at the joint request of the signatory parties, by a Council 

decision on a proposal from the Commission. 
In adopting a decision, the Council will act by a qualified 
majority, except where the agreement in question contains 
one or more provisions relating to areas reserved for 
unanimous voting in the Social Policy Agreement (Article 
2(3)). 

MAIN STAGES OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE AGREEMENT ON SOCIAL POLICY 
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Commission Proposes A New
Directive On Work Equipment

Overrecent years, oneof the most significant ways in which
the process of Eu ropean harmon isation has aff eted workers
within the European Union, has been in the f ield of minimum
health and safety at work provisions. The 1989 Health and
Safety Framework Directive heralded a comprehensive and
co-ordinated approach to establishing minimum levels of
health and safety protection throughout the Member States.
To date, some twelve individual directives have been
introduced establishing minimum levels of protection in a
variety of circumstances. The success of the health and
safety legislative programme has been largely based on the
effective qualif ied majority voting arrangements contained
within Adicle 118a of the Treaty of Rome.

One of the first individual directives to be adopted established
minimum safety and health requirements forthe use of work
equipment by workers at work (Second Individual Directive
- 30th November 1989). This laid down general minimum
requirements for work equipment only, although provision
forthe subsequent intrcduction of more specific requirements
is provided for in Article 9(1). A later individualdirective on
temporary and mobile construction sites (Eighth Individual
Directive - 24th June 1992) equally provides for the
subseq uent introd uction of specif ic req uirements for on-site
outdoor workstations.

The European Commission has now introduced a proposal
for a Council Directive which will meet the need for specific
requirements contained in both the second and the eighth
individualdirectives. The new Commission proposal - which
is ln the form of an amendment to the 1989 Second
Individual Directive - seeks to do two things:-

(1) lt introduces a new requirement for initialand periodic
inspections of work equipment.

(2) lt amends the existing annex and adds four new
annexes to the directive.

The Proposals On lnspections

The Commission proposal places a number of new
responsibilities on the employer:-
- to ensure that, where the safety of work equipment

depends on the installation conditions, it must be subject
to an initial inspection, prior to being taken into seruice,
to ensure that the work equipment has been installed
correctly and is operating properly.

- to ensure that work equipment exposed to conditions
causing deterioration likelyto result in dangerous situations
are subject to periodic inspectiors and special inspections
following the existence of conditions likely to cause
deterioration.

- to draw up a plan for the inspection of work equipment
which determines the type and frequency of inspections.

The inspection plan must cover at least all the work eq u ipment
listed in paragraph 1 of Annex lV. Inspections must be
carried out at least in the cases covered by paragnph 2 of
the same annex.

The Annexes

The existing annex to the 1989 Second Individual Directive
is extended and renamed Annex l. Thus the five annexes to
the amended directive will be as follows:-

ANNEX | : Annex I contains the original general
requirements from the 1989 Directive with the addition of a
new para graph 3 wh ich provides mi n i mu m req uirements for:
- woodworking and allied machinery and presses where

the conditions of use require regular manual intervention
in the danger zone.

- mobile work equipment, whether or not self-propelled.
- work equipment for lifting loads.
- work equipment for litting workers.
- scaffolding and similar work equipment.
- work equipment used for detecting non-apparent risks.
- bolt firing guns, captive bolt guns, naildrivers and the

like.

ANNEX ll : Annex ll establishes a set of minimum require-
ments for general work equipment. The requirements relate
to such things as the stability, installation, location and
operation of equipment. Also covered by Annex ll are
minimum requirements for electrical equipment and load-
lifting equipment.

ANNEX lll : Annex lll contains a non-exhaustive list of the
conditions of use for which certain mobile work equipment
must be protected against the hazards caused by "rollover".
Equipment covered includes trawler loaders, back hoe
loaders, scrapers, graders, self -propelled industrial trucks
and tractors.

ANNEX lV: Annex lV contains a non-exhaus{ive list of
work equipment to be included in the inspection schedule
referred to in Article 4 of the revised directive. The list
includes hyperbaric and hypobaric chambers, mobile work
equipment with a maximum speed of over 15 km/h, work
equipment for liftin g loads of more t han 300k9, cable hau la ge
installations, and installationsforstoring and filling flammable
liquids.

ANNEX V : Annex V establishes minimum competence
requirements for those drawing up inspection plans and
those carrying out inspections of work equipment.

The full text of the Commission proposal can be found in
COM((4) 56 final (14th March 1994)



New Commission Proposal On
Safety At Sea

Ove r rece nt yea rs, several ma riti me disasters have f ocused
attention on the fact that many shipping operations in

European waters continue to feature a high presence of
substandard operators, ships and crews. The problem
results from ships registered outside the European Union

which failto meet existing international standards and rules.

Such vessels also often provide living and working conditions
which fall far short of the minimum levels required by

international Conventions. The result is the presence of a
large number of vessels in Community waters which pose

a threat to both safety and environmental protection

standards. This situation was considered intolerable by all
the institutions of the European Community, which have
called on the Commission to submit appropriate proposals

to ensure a better protection of life at sea and of the maritime
environment.

The result is a new Commission proposal for a Council
D i rective co nce rn ing t he enforcement, in respect of shippi n g

using Community ports and sailing in the waters underthe
jurisdiction of the Member States, of internationalstandards
for ship safety, pollution prevention and shipboard living and
working conditions (COM(94) 73, 16th March 1994).

Afticle 1 defines the purpose of the Directive as being to
contribute to a drastic reduction of substandard shipping
from Community waters bY:-

( 1 ) en hanci ng compliance with international and Comm un ity

legislation on maritime safety, protection of the marine
environment and living and working conditions on board
ships of allflags operating in Community waters;

(2) establishing common criteria for thorough control of

ships by the State of the port and harmonising
procedures on inspection and detention, taking proper

account of the commitments made by the maritime
authorities of the Member States within the
Memorandum of Understanding on Port State Control
(MOU) signed in Paris in January 1982.

The Directive will apply to any ship and its crew calling at a

seaport of a Member State or sailing in the waters under its
jurisdiction, other than fishing vessels, ships of war, naval

auxiliaries, wooden ships of a primitive build, government

ships used for non-commercial purposes and pleasure
yachts not engaged in trade.

The basic requirements of the proposed Directive are as
follows:-

(a) Member States are required to establish and maintain
appropriate national maritime administrations for the

inspection of ships in their ports, or in the waters under
their jurisdiction.

(b) The competent authority of each Member State shall
catry out an annual total number of inspections
correspondi ng to at least 2 5% of the n u mber of i ndividual

ships which entered its pofts during f he previous calerdar
year.
Inspections should include, as a minimum:-
- inspection of the various certificates and documents

listed in Annex ll of the proposed Directive;
- verif ication of the ability of the crew to comply with the

requirements of Articles 7 and 9 of the Directive on

the Minimum Levelof Training for Seafarers.
- verif ication that the crew members are aware of their

duties indicated in the muster list.
- an overall impression of the vessel including the

engine room and accommodation including hygienic

conditions.
- verification of the presence of the ship's medical

chest and the validity of the related certificate.
(d) Followingthe inspection, wheretherearecleargrounds

for bel ieving that the condition of a ship or its eq uipment,

or its crew does not substantially meet the applicable
requ i rement of a Convent ion, a rnore detai led inspect ion

shall be carried out, including further control of
compliance with on board operational requirements.

(e) On the completion of an inspection or a more detailed
inspection, the master of the ship shall be provided by
the surveyor with a document in the form specified in

Annex3tothe MOU, givingthe resultsof the inspection
and details of any decisions taken by the surveyor, and

of corrective action to be taken by the master or the
owner.

(f) Where the inspection confirms or reveals deficiencies
in relation to the requirements of a Convention, where
applicable, appropriate action shall be taken to ensure
that they are being rectified in accordance with the
provisions of that Convention.

(g) In the case of deticiencies which are clearly hazardous
to safety, health or the environment, the competent
authority of the State of the port where the ship is being

inspected shall ensure that the ship is detained, or the
operation in connection with which the deficiencies
have been revealed is prohibited. The detention shall
not be lifted untilthe hazard is removed, or until such
authority establishes that the ship can, subiect to any
necessary conditions, proceed to sea, orthe operation
is resumed, without risk to the safety and health of
passengers, or crew, or risk to other ships, or without
being an unreasonable threat of harm to the marine
environment.

(h) Each Member State shall rnake provisions for co-
operation and exchange of intormation between
competent authorities lo ensure that an authority can
obtain all relevant information on ships calling at its

Ports.

(c)



The Future Direction Of
Community Health And Safety Policy

1994 - 2c'00
Of the 120 million workers in the European Community,
almost 10 rnillion are the victims of workplace accidents or
occupational diseases each yeat. Eight thousand workers
die each yearas a result of occupationalaccidents and the
direct costs, in terms of compensation, were over 25 billion
ECU in 1991. The human costs, in terms of loss and
suffering, are incalculable.

European Community policy on health and safety dates
backtothe earliest days of the Coaland SteelCommunity.
Over the last fifteen years, policies have been initiated
within the generalcontext of three health and safety action
programmes, the last of which culminated in the European
Year of Safety, Hygiene and Health Protection at Work
(1992-93). Perhaps the major breakthrough in establishing
a comprehensive Community approach to health and safety
protection at work was the introduction of the 1987 Single
European Act. Article 1 18a provided forthe "harmonisation
of conditions" in the sphere of health and safety and
extended the new Council - Parliament co-operation proce-
dure (based on qualified majority voting)to decisions in this
area.

The third action programme (1988 - 1993) was abte to
exploit the possibilities provided by Article 1 18a to the full.
A comprehensive structure of common minimum standards
was created in the context of the 1989 Health and Safety
Framework Directive and over recent years some twelve
individual directives have been adopted. Parallel approaches
have led to the introduction of important health and safety
standard for high-risk groups such as pregnant women,
young people, temporary workers and the disabled. The
success of the third action programme is exemplified by a
high degree of public support for European initiatives in this
field and a high level of active participation by the social
partners.

The Commission is now in the process of defining its
priorities in the field of health and safety for the rest of the
decade. The publication of a new discussion document
("General Framework For Action") represents the first
stage in this process. Following broad consultation on the
basis of this document, the Commission will present de-
tailed proposals for action. The consultation document
suggests three general objectives for the future develop-
ment of health and safety policy:-

(1) to ensure that the Member States correctly transpose
the Co mmunity di rectives and that they take the neces-
sary steps to ensure the proper enforcement of national
legislation;

(2',)

(3)

to promote the work of the Community in this area in
non-member countries;
to continue to develop safety and health at work in the
Gommunity.

The Commission suggests that achievement of these
objectives will involve measures designed to:

- implement, consolidate, rationalise and extend
Com mu nity legislation in this area whenever necessary;

- complement legislation with appropriate information,
trai ning and pronntion of a healthy worki n g environment,
with particular emphasis on small and medium sized
enterprises;

- promote studies and research, codes of good practice
and other instruments aimed at improving knowledge
and action in this area;

- evaluate the socio-economic impact of all measures
takerr in this area, and develop networks in association
with other Community policies.

The Commission suggests that the generalframework for
action should incorporate the full involvement of the social
padners and the creation of firm links with other policy areas
such as research and development and environmental
policy. Equally, the Commission believe that the economic
and social impact of measures on smalland medium sized
enterprises should be carefully nnnitored.

Whilst the consultation document suggests a number of
broad topic areas for ac{'ron, it does not define specific
proposals at this stage. However, it does state that certain
activities wi | | require a more specif ic approach a nd suggests
that investigations should be initiated or intensified into the
following:

- ceftain high-risk sectors of activity;
- exposure to certain toxic and harmfulchemicals;
- problems encountered by specific groups, such as

young people and the self-employed;
- problems associated with well-being at work, and in

particularthe prevention of excessive physical, nervous
and mentalstrain as wellas stress;

- the possible ethical, social, psycho-medicaland legal
consequences of health surveillance of workers.

The full text of the Commission consultation document can
be found in COM(93) 560 of 19th November 1993.



EUROPEAN COMMISSION 1994 ANNUAL ECONOMIC REPORT

"Modest Recovery" During 1994?
During 1993, the period of slow growth or near stagnation,
which had started in 1991 , turned into an outright recession.
The decline in Community output, in realterms, during 1 993
(only the second time this has happened in the 35 year

history of the Community) made 1993 a year of recession,
according to the European Commissions'annual economic
report for 1994. Only in 1975, in the wake of the first oil

shock, hastheGDPdrop
been stronger. The
current period of
economic difficulties
follows a long period of
steady growth, but, if
current forecasts for 1 994
prove correct, the overall
loss in output could be
greater than that
experienced during
previous recessions. The
scale of the current crisis
is underlined by the fact
that employment fell
during 1993 by a record
amount (a loss of nearlY

two and a half million jobs) and unemployment increased to
10.6% of the civilian labourforce.

Nevertheless, against this gloomy background, at the start
of 1994 there are signs that the sharp deterioration in
confidence, whichoccurred inthefirst half of 1993, hasbeen
anested, and in some cases even shown some improveme nt.

The Report concludesthat the overall impression is that the
Community may well have reached the trough of the
recession, although the latest indicators provide little evidence
of a rapid upturn. The Commission is standing by the
predictions it madeattheend of lgg3,thatGommunity GDP
will grow by a modesl1 .257o in 1994 and about 2o/" tn 1 995.

On the basis of this proiection it is likely that unemployment
will continue to grow during 1994 and 1995, reaching a
record level of 11.25Yo in 1995 before starting to decline.

The Report emphasises the central thesis of the Growth,
Gompetitiveness and Employment White Paper - a
substantial reduction in unemployment requ ires that g rowth

remains both strong aN "employment'creating" for many
years. According to the Commission Report, this calls for
both determined structural adjustment efforts and careful
macroeconomic management. Active labour market policies
are required to make sure that the current cyclical increase
in unemployment does not consolidate into "structural
unemployment". lmproved training possibilities must
maintain, and possibly increase, the skills of those who are
either losing their jobs or run the risk of being in this situation.
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EUROPEAN COMMUNITY: Actual and Potential Real GNP Growth 1961 '1995
SOURCE: 1994 Annual Economic Report

The needs of both structural policies and macroeconomic
policies are summarised in the report. In terms of structural
policies, action is required at both nationaland Community
level. Member States should act without hesitation and be

careful to avoid reducing their efforts once growth begins
again. The Report points out that "good economic periods"

may make structural reform appear less urgent, butthey are

also the periods when reform is easiest to implement and is

likelyto bearfruit in the shortestterm. At European level, the
Community must rapidly implement th e actions conta ined in

the Action Plan agreed at the December 1993 European
Council meeting.

The Report stresses that macroeconomic policy will have to
aim at making sure that:-
- strong investment activity leads to an increase in the

stock of capital and thus contributes to increasing the
Community's potential rate of growth;

- nationalsaving rises at least in line with the increase in
the share of investment in GDP;

- in the medium term, actualoutput growth does not

significantly exceed the potential rate of groMh, which
would make growth unsustainable (the errors of 1988-
89 should not be repeated).

- the policy mix becomes and remains, balanced with
monetary policy orientated towardsthe maintenance of
price stabi I ity wh i le the ot he r i nst ru me nts suppo rt g rowth

without being incompatibfe with the former.

The general conclusions of the report - that " rnodest re@very"
could take hold soon - are based on a detailed examination
of the perforrnance of not only the Community economy, but

also the individual economies of each of the M ember States.

European Commission 1994 Annual Economic Report.

COM(94) 90 linal 23 Maroh 1994



Commission Publish Draft Directive
on lnformation and Consultation

The long process of discussion and debate on suitable
arrangements for informing and consulting employees of
European-scale undertakings appears to have entered its
final phase with the publication of a new Commission
proposa I f or a D i rect ive. The original Commission proposa I

fora European Works Councildirective was published back
in December 1990 but failed to receive the necessary
unanimous suppott at the Councilof Ministers level.

As soon as the Maastricht Treaty on Eu ropean U nion came
into force - on the 1st November 1993 - the European
Commission announced its intention of making use of the
procedures set out in the Agreement on Social Policy which,
underthe Maastricht Treaty, became annexed to the Treaty
of Rome. Underthis procedure attempts would be made to
allow the social partners at European level to adopt a
frameworkagreement, and, failingthis, a legislative initiative
could be adopted by a qualified majorig vote. Under the
provisions of the Social Policy Agreement, the Directive
would not apply in the United Kingdom. Nevertheless, any
Directive would apply to United Kingdom European-level
undertal<ings as far as their activities in other Member
States were concerned.

The Commission initiated a first phase of consultation with
the socialpartners, on the possible direction of Community
action, in November 1993. In February 1994, they initiated
a second phase of consultation to see whether it would be
possible for the social padners to adopt a framework
agreement and therefore avoid the need for binding
legislation. The deadline forthis second phase of consultation
was the 30th March. Several meetings between the
European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC) and the
European Employers' Confederation (UNICE) took place
and a certain measure of agreement on the need for
information and consultation procedures was achieved.
However it was not possible forthe parties to agree on the
nature of a f ramework agreement and this fact was repoiled
back to the European Commission.

Consequently, the Commission has now published its
proposals for a Directive. The proposal draws on the earlier
initiatives, the opinions of the European Parliament and the
Economic and Social Committee, the results of the
discussions within the Council (in particularthetext submitted
bythe Belgium Presidency in October 1993), and the views
of the social partners. Whilst the original concept of a
European Works Council has been replaced by the concept
of a European Committee, many of the basic provisions
remain the same. In the following pages we provide a
summaryof the main prcvisionsof theCommission proposal.
The full and authoritative text can be found in the Official
Journal of the European Communities (C series).

Mar 1991

July 1991

Sept 1991

May 1991
Oct 1993

Nov 1993

Mar 1994

NEW DRAFT DIRECTIVE ON
I N FORMATION AN D CON SULTATION

The Background

Dec 1990 European Commission publish a "Proposal
fora Gouncil Directive on the Establishment
of a European worksCouncilin Community-
Scale Undertakings or Groups of Under-
takings tor the Purposes of Informing
and Consulting Employees" (COM(91) 581).
Economic and Social Committee delivers
its Opinion on the proposal.
European Parliament adopts Opinion on
the draft Directive.
Commission adopts an amended proposal
for a Directive (COM(91)345).

Council of Ministers discuss the
Commission's proposals on five occasions.
At none of these meetings did the Council
reach unanimous agreement as required in
Article 100 of the Treaty (the legal basis of
the proposed Directive).
The Commission informs the Council of its
intentionto initiate, onthe entry intoforceof
the Maastricht Treaty on European Union
on the 1st November 1993, the procedure
provided for in the Protocoland Agreement
on Social Policy.
Social Policy Agreement procedure set in
motion. Commencement of six week period
of consultation with the social partners at
European level.
The Commission launch second phase of
consultations with the social partners at
European level on the content of possible
proposals including the legal basis for such
proposals.
At the deadline for the second phase of
consultations (30th March), the social
partners inform the Commission that they
are unable to reach agreement on a
negotiated framework agreement as an
alternative to a legislative initiative.
On the 13th April 1994, the Commission,
taking the view that a Community initiative
on the information and consultation of
workers in Community-scale undertakings
and groups of undertakings was still
warranted, decided to adopt a proposalfor
a Council Directive on the basis of Adicle
2(2\ of the Agreement on Social Policy.

Oct 1993

Feb 1994

Apr 1994



PROPOSED DIRECTIVE ON INFORMATION AND CONSULTATION 

LEGAL BASIS 

Article 2(2) of the Agreement on Social Policy annexed to 
the Treaty establishing the European Community. Under 
the terms of the Social Policy Protocol and Agreement, the 
Directive, when adopted, will apply to all Member States 
with the exception of the United Kingdom. 

OBJECTIVES (Article 1) 

The main purpose of the Directive is to "improve the right to 
information and consultation of employees in Community
scale undertakings and Community-scale groups of 
undertakings. 

MAIN PROVISIONS (Article 1) 

A European Committee or a procedure for informing and 
consulting employees shall be established in every 
Community-scale undertaking and every Community-scale 
group of undertakings, where requested in the manner 
defined in Article 5. The purpose of such a Committee or 
procedure will be the informing and consulting of employees 
under the terms, in the manner and with the effects laid 
down in this Directive. Where a Community-scale group of 
undertakings comprises one or more undertakings which 
are Community-scale undertakings, a European Committee 
shall be established at the level of the group unless the 
agreement of the parties concerned provides otherwise. 

Unless a wider scope is provided for in an agreement of the 
parties concerned, the competencies of European 
Committees and the scope of information and consultation 
procedures covered by the Directive shall, in the case of a 
Community-scale undertaking, coverall the establishments 
located within the Member States and, in the case of a 
Community-scale group of undertakings, all group 
undertakings located within the Member States. In this 
context, Member States are defined as the Member States 
of the European Community, with the exception of the 
United Kingdom. 

SCOPE (Article 2 & 3) 

The Directive will apply to Community-scale undertakings 
and Community-scale groups of undertakings. A Community
scale undertaking is defined as "any undertaking with at 
least a thousand employees within all the Member States 
and at least 1 00 employees in each of at least two Member 
States". A Community-scale group of undertakings means 
a group of undertakings (that is controlling undertaking and 
controlled undertakings) with at least 1 ,000 employees 
within a lithe Member States, at leasttwo group undertakings 
in different Member States, and at least one group 
undertaking with at least 1 00 employees in one Member 
State and another group undertaking with at least 1 00 
employees in another Member State. 

For the purposes oft he Directive, a "controlling undertaking" 
is defined as an undertaking which can exercise a dominant 
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influence over another undertaking by virtue of, for example, 
ownership, financial participation or the rules which govern 
it. An ability to exercise a dominant interest will be assumed 
where the controlling undertaking holds a majority of the 
controlled undertakings' subscribed capital and controls a 
majority of the votes attached to that undertaking's share 
capital, or, can appoint more than half the members of that 
undertaking's administrative, management or supervisory 
body. 

The Commission proposal also covers cases where 
Community-scale undertakings or groups of undertakings 
have their headquarters outside the territory of the Member 
States. Where this is the case, the Commission takes the 
view that such businesses should be treated in a similar way 
based on either the representative agent of the undertaking 
or group of undertakings or the undertaking with the highest 
number of employees in the territory of a Member State. In 
this respect, Community-scale undertakings and groups of 
undertakings with their central management in the United 
Kingdom will be subject to the same obligations as are 
imposed on undertakings and groups of undertakings from 
non-Community countries. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF A EUROPEAN COMMITTEE 
OR INFORMATION AND CONSULTATION 
PROCEDURE (Article 4) 

The central management shall be responsible for creating 
the conditions and means necessary for the setting up of a 
European Committee or an information and consultation 
procedure as provided for in the draft Directive in respect of 
Community-scale undertakings or groups of undertakings. 
Where the central management is not situated in a Member 
States (or, for the purposes of this Directive, where it is 
situated in the United Kingdom) the central management's 
representative agent in a Member State, to be designated 
if necessary, shall carry out the responsibilities referred to 
above. 

THE SPECIAL NEGOTIATING BODY (Article 5) 

Central management shall initiate negotiations for the 
establishment of a European Committee or an information 
and consultation procedure on its own initiative or at the 
written request of at least 100 employees or their 
representatives in at least two undertakings or 
establishments in at least two different Member States. The 
following guidelines apply to the composition of the special 
negotiating body (SNB):-

- The Member States shall determine the method to be 
used for the election or appointment of the members of 
the SNB who are to be elected or appointed in their 
territories. 

- Member States shall provide that employees in 
undertakings and/or establishments in which there are 
no employees' representatives for no fault of their own 
have the right to elect or appoint members of the SNB. 
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- The SNB shall have a minimum ofthree and a maximum 
of 17 members. 

- In these elections or appointments, it must be ensured 
that, firstly, each Member State in which the Community
scale undertaking has one or more establishments or in 
which the Community-scale group of undertakings has 
the controlling undertaking or one or more controlled 
undertakings is represented by one member, and, 
secondly, that there are supplementary members in 
propot1ion to the number of employees working in the 
establishments, the controlling undertaking or the 
controlled undertakings as laid down by the legislation 
of the Member State within the territory of which the 
central management is situated. 

- Central management shall be informed of the 
composition of the SNB. 

The SNB shall have the task of determining, with the central 
management, by written agreement, the scope, composition, 
powers and terms of office of the European Committee(s) 
or the arrangements for implementing a procedure for the 
information and consultation of employees. Central 
management shall convene a meeting with the SNB with a 
view to concluding an agreement on the establishment of a 
European- Committee or procedures for informing and 
consulting employees. For the purpose of the negotiations, 
the SNB may be assisted by experts of its choice. 

The SNB may decide, by at least two-thirds of its votes, not 
to open negotiations with management or to cancel 
negotiations already opened. Such a decision will stop the 
procedure to conclude an agreement and the provisions of 
the Annex will not apply. Any expenses relating to the 
negotiations with the SNB shall be borne by central 
management so as to enable the SNB to carry out its task 
in an appropriate manner. 

CONTENT OF THE AGREEMENT (Article 6) 

The central management and the SNB must negotiate 11 in a 
spirit of co-operation with a view to reaching an agreement~~. 
Without prejudice to the autonomy of the parties, the 
agreement shall determine:-

(a) The scope and the composition of the European 
Committee(s), the number of members, the allocation 
of seats, the election procedures and the term of office. 

(b) The functions and powers of the European Committee. 
(c) TheprocedureforinformingandconsuttingtheEuropean 

Committee. 
(d) The venue, frequency and duration of meetings of the 

European Committee. 
(e) The financial and material resources to be allocated to 

the European Committee. 
(f) The duration of the agreement and the procedures for 

its renegotiation. 

The central management and the SNB may decide, in 
writing, to establish an information and consultation 
procedure instead of a European Committee. The agreement 
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must stipulate by what method the employees• 
representatives shall have the right to meet to discuss the 
information conveyed to them. Fort he purpose of concluding 
the agreement with central management, the SNB shall act 
by a majority of its members. 

SUBSIDIARY REQUIREMENTS (Article 7) 

Where the central management and the SNB so decide, or 
if the central management refuses to commence negotiations 
within six months of the request referred to in Article 5, or if 
after two years from the date of such a request, they have 
been unable to conclude an agreement and the SNB has not 
taken cancel negotiations, the subsidiary requirements laid 
down by the legislation of the Member State in which the 
central management is situated shall apply. Such a subsidiary 
requirement must at least satisfy the provisions set out in 
the Annex to the draft Directive. 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION (Article 8) 

Member States shall provide that members of SNBs or of 
European Committees and the experts who assist them are 
not authorised to reveal any information which has expressly 
been provided to them in confidence. The same shall apply 
to employees• representatives in the framework of an 
information and consultation procedure. This obligation 
shall continue to apply, wherever these persons are, even 
after the expiry of their terms of office. 

Each Member State shall provide, in specific cases and 
under the conditions and limits laid down by national 
legislation, that the central management situated in its 
territory need not transmit information when its nature is 
such that it would be seriously prejudicial to any of the 
undertakings affected by these provisions. 

OPERATION OF COMMITTEES AND 
CONSULTATION PROCEDURES (Article 9) 

Central management and the European Committee shall 
work in a spirit of co-operation with due regard to their 
reciprocal rights and obligations. The same shall apply to 
co-operation between the central management and 
employees• representatives in the framework of an 
information and consultation procedure. 

PROTECTION OF EMPLOYEEs• 
REPRESENTATIVES (Article 10) 

Members of SNBs, members of European Committees and 
employees• representatives exercising their functions under 
information and consultation procedures shall, in the exercise 
of their functions, enjoy the same protection and guarantees 
provided for employees• representatives by the national 
legislation and/or practice in force in their country of 
employment, especially as regards attendance at meetings 
of SNBs or European Committees or any other meeting 
within the framework of information and consultation 
procedures, and the payment of wages for members who 
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are on the staff of the Community-scale undertaking or 1 EXISTING AGREEMENTS (Article 13) 
group of undertakings for the period of absence necessary : 
for the performance of their duties. 

COMPLIANCE (Article 11) 

The Commission proposals require each Member state to 
ensure that the management of establishments or groups of 
undertakings situated within their territory and their 
employees' representatives or, as the case may be, 
employees abide by the obligations set out in the proposals, 
regardless or not of whether the central management is 
situated within the territory. Undertakings must also make 
known the average number of employees in Member States. 

Member States are required to provide for appropriate 
measures in the event of a failure to comply with the terms 
of the Directive and ensure that adequate administrative or . 
judicial procedures are available to enable the obligations 
deriving from the Directive to be enforced. 

AFFECT ON EXISTING RIGHTS (Article 12) 

Once adopted, the Directive will apply without prejudice to 
measures taken under the 1975 Collective Redundancies 
Directive and the 1977 Transfer of Undertakings Directive. 
Nor shall the Directive prejudice the existing rights of 
employees to information and consultation under national 
legislation. Nor will it affect the right of Member States to 
apply or introduce laws, regulations or administrative 
provisions which are more favourable to-employees. 

The obligations arising from the proposed Directive will not 
apply to Community-scale undertakings and groups of 
undertakings where, by the final transposition date for the 
Directive (which is proposed should be two years after the 
Directive is adopted), there is already an agreement providing 
for the transnational information and consultation of 
employees. When such an agreement expires, the parties 
to it can jointly agree to renew the existing agreement. 
Where this is not the case, the provisions of the Directive will 
apply. 

IMPLEMENTATION AND REVIEW (Articles 14 & 15) 

Member States will be required to adopt the laws, regulations 
and administrative provisions necessary to comply with the 
Directive within two years of it being adopted. Alternatively, 
they must ensure that employers and workers' 
representatives introduce the required provisions by way of 
agreement. In such circumstances, Member States must 
take the necessary steps to enable them at all times to 
guarantee the results imposed by the Directive. 

Seven years after the adoption of the Directive, the 
Commission is required to review its operation and, in 
particular, toexaminewhethertheworkforcesizethresholds 
are appropriate with a view to proposing suitable 
amendments, if necessary. 

SUMMARY OF MAIN PROVISIONS 

LEGAL BASIS initiative orfollowing request of at least 1 00 employees 
Article 2(2) Agreement on Social Policy annexed to the o·r their representatives. 
Treaty of Rome. NOTE: Directive not directly applicable (b) A special negotiating body representing the 
in the UK. However it applies to UK based European- employees from the various Member States must be 
scale companies insofar as their activities in other Member established to negotiate scope, composition, powers 
States are concerned. and terms of office of European Committee or 

information and consultation procedure. 
SCOPE (c) Where central management refuse to negotiate, or 
Applicable to: where the parties are unable to reach agreement, a 
(a) Community-scale undertakings (at least 1 ,000 set of subsidiary requirements relating to information 

employees and at least 1 00 employees in each of two and consultation, laid down in national legislation, 
Member States), and will apply. Such requirements must satisfy the 

(b) Community-scale groups of undertakings (similar minimum conditions set out in the Annex to the 
definition). Directive. 

(d) Central management must meet the cost of both the 
OBJECTIVE special negotiating body and the subsequent 
To improve the right to information and to consultation of European Committee or information and consultation 
employees in Community-scale undertakings or groups procedure. 
of undertakings. 

IMPLEMENTATION 
REQUIREMENTS Member States must introduce the necessary laws to 
(a) Central management must initiate negotiations for comply with the Directive within two years of it being 

the establishment of a European Committee or an adopted. After seven years the Directive is to be reviewed 
information and consultation procedure on its own by the Commission. 
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ANNEX 1 : MINIMUM SUBSIDIARY REQUIREMENTS 

1. The establishment, composition and competence of a 
European Committee shall be governed by the following 
rules: 
(a) The competence of the European Committee shall be 

limited to those matters which concern the Community
scale undertaking or group of undertakings as a whole 
or at least two of its establishments or group undertakings 
situated in different Member States. In the case of 
undertakings where the central management is not 
located in a Member State, the competencies of the 
European Committee shall be limited to those matters 
concerning all their establishments situated within 
Member States or concerning at least two of their 
establishments situated in different Member States. 

(b) The European Committee shall be composed of 
employees of the Community-scale undertaking or 
group of undertakings elected or appointed from their 
number by the employees' representatives or, in the 
absence thereof, by the entire body of employees. The 
election and appointment of members of the European 
Committee shall be carried out in accordance with 
national legislation/practice. 

(c) The European Committee shall have a minimum of 3 
members and a maximum of 30.1t shall elect a chairman 
and, where its size warrants it, an executive committee, 
comprising at most a chairman and four members. It 
shall adopt its own rules of procedure. 

(d) In the election or appointment of members of the 
European Committee, it must be ensured: 
- firstly, that each Member State in which the 

Community-scale undertaking has one or more 
establishments or in which the Community-scale 
group of undertakings has the controlling undertaking 
or one or more controlled undertakings is represented 
by one member; 

- secondly, that there are supplementary members in 
proportion to the number of employees working in the 
establishments, the controlling undertaking or the 
controlled undertakings as laid down by the legislation 
of the Member State within the territory of which the 
central management is situated. 

(e) The central management shall be informed of the 
composition of the European Committee. 

(f) If, atthe end of this procedure, the number of employees' 
representatives on the European Committee is less 
than 30, those establishments or controlled undertakings 
which did not obtain members under subparagraph (d) 
shall elect or appoint a member. 

(g) Four years after the European Committee is established 
it will deliberate as to the renegotiation of agreement on 
the European Committee or information and consultation 
procedure or to the continued application of the 
provisions of this Annex. 

2. The European Committee shall have the right to meet 
with central management at least once a year, to be 
informed and consulted, on the basis of a report drawn up 
by the central management, of the progress of the business 
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oft he Communny-scale undertaking or group of undertakings 
and of its prospects. The local management shall be 
informed accordingly. Such information shall relate in 
particular to its structure, economic and financial situation, 
the probable development of the business and of production 
and sales, the employment situation and probable trend, 
investment projects, and substantial changes concerning 
the organisation, the introduction of new working methods 
or production processes, transfers of production, cut-backs 
or closures of undertakings, establishments or important 
parts thereof, or collective redundancies. 

3. Where there are exceptional circumstances affecting 
employment, more particularly in the event of relocations, 
the closure of establishments or undertakings or collective 
redundancies, the executive committee of the European 
Committee- or, where there is no such executive committee, 
the committee itself - shall have the right to meet, at its 
request, the central management, or any other more 
appropriate level of management within the Community
scale group of undertakings, with a view to being informed 
and consulted on any means liable to have a considerable 
effect on the employees' interests. This information and 
consultation meeting shall take place as soon as possible 
on the basis of a report drawn up by the central management 
or any other appropriate level of management of the 
Community-scale group of undertakings, on which the 
European Committee may put forward an opinion within a 
reasonable time. Such a meeting shall not affect the 
prerogatives of the central management. 

4. The European Committee or its executive committee 
shall be entitled to meet before any meeting with the central 
management, without the management concerned being 
present. 

5. The members of the European Committee shall be 
entitled to inform the employees' representatives at 
establishment or at group undertaking level or, in the 
absence thereof, the body of employees, of the content and 
outcome of the information and consultation procedure 
carried out in accordance with this Annex. 

6. The European Committee may be assisted by experts 
of its choice, insofar as this is necessary for it to carry out 
its tasks. 

7. The operating expenses of the European committee 
shall be borne by the central management. Central 
management shall provide the members of the European 
Committee with such financial and material resources as to 
enable them to meet and perform their duties. In particular, 
the cost of organising meetings and arranging for 
interpretation facilities and the accommodation and travelling 
expenses of members of the European Committee and its 
executive committee shall be met by central management 
unless otherwise agreed. 



REPORTS 

European Centre For The 
Development Of Vocational 

Training 

As part of their work in preparing for the social partners the 
"Joint Opinion on Vocational Qualifications and Certifica
tion", the European Centre For the Development of Voca
tional Training (CEDEFOP) was called upon to undertake 
an analysis of systems and procedures of certification in 
force in the Member States. CEDE FOP has now published 
a summary of this information, along with a set of analytical 
tables, in its regular publication "CEDEFOP flash". The 
analytical tables show, for each Member State, the details 
of the various vocational training awards including name of 
award, mode of acquisition, type of diploma or certificate, 
level of responsibility, organisation of assessment and the 
usual age for obtaining the award. Three separate tables 
cover levels 2, 3 and 4 awards. 

The summary report and analytical tables attempt to clarify 
the complex situation in relation to award certification 
bodies. In many Member States there are still a wide variety 
of public and private bodies involved, although there is a 
general trend towards the creation of homogeneous na
tional structures. 

THE ECONOMIC AND 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE 

Over the last three decades, the number of older people (60 
years of age and over) in the European Community has 
risen from 46.5 to 68.6 million, an increase of almost 50%. 
Current trends suggest that by the year 2020, there will be 
approximately twice as many older people in the Community 
as there was in 1960. Such a situation will make heavy 
demands on the health and social welfare systems of 
Member States. But equally, it will offer significant 
opportunities to ensure that older people can continue to 
make an important contribution to the social and cultural 
fabric of society. It was in the context of these trends that the 
European Community designated 1993 as the European 
Year of Older People and Solidarity Between Generations. 

should be done, the Committee believes, with a two-way 
concept of "solidarity between the generations" involving 
younger people helping those who have become dependent, 
but also involving older people putting to good use their 
physical, mental and (where appropriate) financial resources. 

The Committee repeats the call, it has made in earlier 
opinions, fort he introduction of a Community Charter of the 
Fundamental Rights of Older People together with an 
accompanying Action Programme. The proposed Charter 
should highlight the problems, needs and potential of the 
elderly, but not separate them from policies concerning the 
broader aspects of society as a whole. Such a Charter 
would emphasise the fundamental rights of older people 
such as: 

- a guaranteed minimum pension equal to either at least 
the net minimum wage or at least 40% of the net 
national wage; 

- guaranteed minimum resources equal to 80% of the 
minimum pension for any elderly person who has 
reached retirement age, as called for in the European 
Social Charter; 

- regular adjustments in pensions and minimum resources 
in line with the rising living standards and pay of 
workers; 

- a readjustment of pensions for pensioners whose 
pensions were calculated on bases which were generally 
lower than those of the existing system; 

- improved provision for older retired women on a worker's 
or widow's pension; 

- access to high-quality health care, adapted to evolving 
needs, the need to step up preventive measures and 
developments in disease and treatments; 

- priority given to organising domiciliary care and services 
to enable the elderly to remain in their familiar domestic 
surroundings; 

* ,.. .. 
* * EUROPEAN • .. PARLIAMENT 
* * .. * * 

The April1994 plenary session of the European Parliament 
adopted various reports and resolutions in the social policy 
field, including the following:-

Socrates Programme: At the first reading, the European 
To mark the European Year, the Economic and Social Parliament called for an extension and strengthening of the 
Committee has adopted an Own-Initiative Opinion on older proposed Socrates programme. 
people in society (CES(93) 1171 ). The Opinion starts by 

reflectingoneofthemostimportantthemesoftheEuropean Youth For Europe: The European parliament has 
Year in its call for EC and national policy makers to view supported the proposals for a third stage of the Youth for 
older people as a resource to society rather than as a social Europe programme of youth exchanges. 
burden, and to devise safeguards to prevent the formation 
of an entrenched division between retired and active workers. Health and Safety: The European parliament has supported 
The Committee believes that the aim of policy making the creation of a new European Agency for Safety and 
should be to enable older citizens to apply their experience, Health at Work and called for it to have a role in assessing 
exercise their potential, to develop their rights and duties, , the implementation of Community legislation. 
and to feel part of, rather than apart from, society. This r 
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NEWS 

New ECSC Funding For Coal 
Industry Restructuring 

The European Commission has adopted a new package of 
measures - funded from the European Coal and Steel 
Community budget- to accompany the on-going restructur
ing of the coal industry.lncreased support will be granted to 
workers affected by early retirement, redeployment and 
unemployment measures. The new scheme is designed to 
bring the Commission's contribution up to 8,000 ECU per 
worker for early retirement, 6,000 ECU per worker for 
redeployment and 5,000 ECU per worker for assistance to 
the unemployed. Under the terms of the aid programme, 
Member States must at least match the Commission con
tribution. 

These measures - which are based on the European Coal 
and Steel Community - are in addition to the support 
provided for coal industry restructuring from the RECHAR 
I RECHAR II programme and from various European Social 
Fund measures. In total11 0 million ECU of support from the 
ECSC is expectedoverafouryearperiod (1994-97). During 
this period it is expected that some 52,000 jobs in the coal 
industry will be lost. 

Trade Union Organisations Call 
For "Social Clauses" 

Three international trade union organisations- the Interna
tional Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), the 
World Confederation of Labour (WCL) and the European 
Trade Union Confederation (ETUC) have adopted a joint 
statement calling for the introduction of "social clauses" in 
international trade agreements. The statement calls for a 
link between trade and workers' rights to be incorporated 
into the new world trade organisation which will come into 
being at the end of the GA TI Uruguay Round (and replace 
GATT). 

The national trade unions affiliated to the three international 
confederations have agreed to put pressure on their na
tional governments to press for the adoption of this aim .. 
The statement welcomes the decision made by the pre
paratory meeting of GATI officials in Geneva to refer the 
question of social clauses to the preparatory meeting of the 
new World Trade Organisation (a recommendation likely to 
be adopted by the full GATT meeting at Marrakesh. The 
demands of the three trade union international confedera
tion for "social clauses" focus on the guarantee of certain 
basic rights such as the freedom of association and the 
outlawing of child labour, forced labour and discrimination. 
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European Level Social Dialogue 
In Public Administration 

The first meeting took place in Maastricht in mid April 
between the General Directors of Public administration of 
the EU Member States and a delegation of trade union 
representatives from the Public Services Trade Union 
Committee of the ETUC who represented some 100 trade 
unions and about 9 million public administration workers in 
Europe. The meeting was organised by the European 
Institute for Public Administration and supported by DGV of 
the European Commission. 

Discussion themes included co-operation between national 
administrations, exchange of civil servants and the applica
tion of social directives in the public sector, notably those 
relating to health and safety at work .. Debates were said to 
be "very constructive" and participants gave a positive 
evaluation of the meeting and hoped that a follow-up 
meeting would take place in the near future. 

Commission Launch Pilot Project 
On Regional Training Needs 

The European Commission launched, on the 15th April 
1994, a pilot project to strengthen co-operation between the 
various parties involved in vocational training at regional 
level. The pilot project falls under the Community Initiatives 
within the context of the European structural funds. The 
main aim is to encourage co-operation in the analysis of the 
requirements of vocational qualifications within a regional 
context. The project, which will last one year, will receive 1 
million ECU in funding. Ten regions will be involved in the 
project:-

Greater Copenhagen (OK) 
Saxony-Anhalt (D) 
Western Greece (EL) 
Valencia (E) 
Loire Region (F) 
Liguria (I) 
Greater Dublin (IRE) 
Limburg (NL) 
Central Portugal 
East Anglia (UK) 

The project will have two phases:-

(1) Establishing the partnerships between the various 
parties (public authorities, employers, trade unions, 
enterprises, training establishments, chambers of 
commerce and industry), and 

(2) setting up transnational groups to promote the spread 
of good practice among the various regions. 



THE SOCIAL
ARCHITECruRE

OF EUROPE
PUT TO THE

TEST

Trade Union
Ideas For A
Model Of

Development

Perhaps the most impodant challenge facing the European
Uniontoday isthat of unemployment. The most significant
contribution to identifying ways of tackling this problem was
provided by the European Commission's White Paper,
"Growth Competitiveness and Employment", which was
published towards the end of last year. One of the main aims
of the White paper was to provide a basis for a detailed
analysis of the current economic crisis and a rational
evaluation of possible solutions. As part of the European
trade union movement's contribution tothis on-going debate,
the European Trade Union Confederation organised a
conference on the theme "Growth, Competitiveness and
Employment : What Are The Trade Union'Answers" in

Dublin in October 1993.

The conference attempted to draw up a balance sheet of
social policy developments in the European Community, to
assess the outlook for social policy, and to discuss trade
union proposals on economic growth, competltiveness and
employment. lt also dealt with t he key q uest ion of a E uropean
modelof development and the reform of the EC Treaty in the
social policy field. The ETUC asked the European Trade
Union lnstitute (ETUI) to prepare working documents for
this conference, and, in order to foster a continued debate
on the issues concerned, these working documents have
now been published in English, French and German as a
special ETUI Report.

The wo rkin g documents are g rouped u nder t h ree headings,
as follows:-
(1) The Internal Market and the Social Dimension:

- Abolition of physical, technicaland fiscalfrontiers;
- State of implementation of the European Social

Charter and the Social Charter Action Programme
- European Social Dialogue - Overviewand Prospects

(2) Economic Development and Employment
- Europeaneconomicandlabourmarketdevelopments

since .1985

- Growth, competitivenessand employment : elements
of a European model

(3) The Maastricht Treaty and its Follow Up
- The new context offered by the Maastricht Treaty
- Elements of a reform of the Maastricht Treaty in the

social policy field

" The Social Architecture of Europe Put To The Test :
Trade Union ldeas For A European Model of

Development" Working Documents from the Dublin
Conference on Growth, Competitiveness and
Employment. October 1993. Price BF 1000

Published by the European Trade Union Institute.

Le

Magazine

Education,
Training and

Youth in Europe

From the 1st January 1995 there will be a radical new
approach to European initiatives in the field of education,
training and youth policy. Under current Commission
proposals, the various individual education and training
programmes such as Comett, Erasmus and Lingua, are to
be replaced by three integrated programmes : Socrates for
education, Leonardo for training, and Youth for Europe lll.

In order to reflect this new, integrated, approach, the
E u ropean Co mmission's Task Force on H uman Resou rces,
Education, Training and Youth has launched a new regular
publication under the title "Le Magazine". The aim is to
provide a coherent and succinct view of the European
dimension in the field of education, training and youth
policy, at a time of transition. In line with the new move
towards greater integration, "Le Magazine" will replace all
the various newsletters which accompanied the first
generation of Community programmes.

The first issue of "Le magazine" provides a good indication
of the scope and range of subjects to be examined in future
issues. The opening item is an interview with European
Commissioner Antonio Ruberti, the Commissioner
responsible for education and training. Commissioner Ruberti
assesses the current state of European education, training
and youth policy and points to some of the things that can
be expected of the new generation of initiatives proposed
for 1995. A second article provides a useful summary of
these new initiatives and the current state of the one
programme which will be continuing - the Tempus
programme for higher education co-operation with the
countries of Centraland Eastem Europe.

An ailicle entitled "Europe at School" examines some of the
reactions to the 1993 Commission Green Paper on the
European Dimension in Education. Further articles look at
such topics as student and youth exchanges, the key role
assig ned to ed ucat ion and t rain i ng pol icy with in the Growth,
Competitiveness and Employment White Paper, and a
major review and assessment of many of the f irst generation
of education and training programmes and initiatives. "Le
Magazine" is a welcome addition to the range of publications
on European social and educational policy, which will be
found usef ul by alltrade unionists with an interest in this vital
policy area.

"Le Magazine : Education, Training and Yodh in Europe"
Published by the European Commission. Further details

from the European Commission Task Force Human
Resources, Education, Training and Youth, Hue Joseph

ll 37, 1049 Brussels, Belgium.



STATISTICS 

CONSUMER PRICES IN MEMBER STATES 1985- 1993 
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CONTACTS 

INFORMATION ORGANISATIONS 

European Commission Offices 

BELGIUM 
Rue Archimedel 
Archimedesstraat, 73 
1 040 BruxellesiBrussel 
Tel: 235 11 11 

DENMARK 
Hojbrohus 
Ostergade 61 
Posbox 144 
1 004 Kobenhavn K 
Tel: 144140 

GERMANY 
ZitelmannstraBe 22 
5300 Bonn 
Tel: 53 00 90 

Kurfurstendamm 102 
1000 Berlin 31 
Tel: 8 92 40 28 

ErhardtstaB 27 
8000 Munchen 
Tel: 23 99 29 00 

GREECE 
2 Vassilissis Sofias 
Case Postale 11 002 
Athina 1 06 7 4 
Tel: 724 39 82 

FRANCE 
288 Bid St Germain 
75007 Paris 
Tel: 40 63 40 99 

CMCI I Bureau 320 
2 rue Henri Barbusse 
F-13241 Marseille Cedex 01 
Tel: 91 91 46 00 

ITALY 
Via Poli 29 
00187 Roma 
Tel: 678 97 22 

IRELAND 
39 Molesworth Street 
Dublin 2 
Tel: 71 22 44 

LUXEMBOURG 
Batiment Jean Monnet 
Rue Alcide de Gasperi 
2920 Luxembourg 
Tel: 43011 

THE NETHERLANDS 
Korte Vijverberg 5 
2513 AB Den Haag 
Tel: 46 93 26 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Jean Monnet House 
8 Storey•s Gate 
Westminster 
London SW1 P 3AT 
071 973 1992 

Windsor House 
9115 Bedford Street 
Belfast BT2 7EG 
Tel: 40708 

4 Cathedral Road 
Cardiff CF1 9SG 
Tel: 37 16 31 

9 Alva Street 
Edinburgh EH2 4PH 
Tel: 225 20 58 

SPAIN 
Calle de Serrano 41 
SA Planta-Madrid 1 
Tel: 435 17 00 

PORTUGAL 
Centro Europeu Jean Monnet 
Rua do Salitre 56-1 oo 
1200 Lisboa 
Tel: 54 11 44 
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Produced by MBO Education & Training Ltd 3, Dorchester Road, Fixby, Huddersfield, UK. 

with the support of the Commission of the European Communities (DGX) 
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Other Organisations 

European Foundation for the 
Improvement of Living and 
Working Conditions. 
Loughlinstown House, Shankill, 
Co. Dublin, Ireland. 
Tel: Dublin 282 6888 
Fax: 282 6456 

MISEP Secretariat 
Institute for Policy Research, 
P.O. Box 985, 2300 AZ LEIDEN 
The Netherlands. 
Tel: (31) 711 25 37 37 
Fax: (31) 71 I 25 37 02 

JANUS 
Institute Nacional de Seguridad e 
Higiene en el Trabajo 
Centro Nacional de Condiciones 
de Trabajo Cl. Dulcet, 2-10 
E -08034 Barcelona, Spain 
Tel: (34) 3 280 0102 
Fax: (34) 3 280 3642 

CEDE FOP 
European Centre for the Devel
opment of Vocational Training 
Jean Monnet House, 
Bundesallee 22 
D-1 000 Berlin 15, Germany 
Tel: (030) 88 41 20 
Fax: (030) 88 41 22 22 

European Trade Union Institute 
(ETUI) 
Boulevard Emile Jacqmain, 155 
B- 1210 Brussels, Belgium. 
Tel: (32) 2 224 0470 
Fax: (32) 2 224 0502 

European Trade Union 
Confederation (ETUC) 
Rue Emile Jacqmain, 155 
B- 1210 Brussels, Belgium 
Tel: 224.04.11 
Fax: 224.04.54 


